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Velocity Modulation Infrared Laser Spectroscopy of HCS? 
Analysis of Hot Bands and Perturbations 

N. H. ROSENBAUM, ’ J. C. OWRUTSKY, AND R. J. SAYKALLY 

Department of Chemistry, University of California. Berkeley. California 94720 

A total of 468 vibration-rotation transitions have been measured and assigned to the (OlO)- 
(110),(001)-(101),(020)-(120),(030)-(130),and(000)-(100)bandsofHCS~.Asimultaneous 
least-squares analysis of all available data for this ion has yielded 38 parameters characterizing 
12 different vibrational states involving all three normal modes, permitting the equilibrium ro- 
tational constant to be obtained, Be(H’%%+) = 0.715205(71) cm-‘. Several Fermi resonance 
and l-type resonance perturbations have been analyzed. Comparisons with ab initio calculations 
are presented. 0 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although it had been studied in mass spectroscopy experiments for many years, 
the thioformyl ion (HCS’) was first observed with spectroscopic methods in the in- 
terstellar medium by Thaddeus er al. (I ) in 1981. They tentatively identified the 
carrier of four harmonically related emission lines occurring in the microwave region 
as HCS+ by comparison with ab initio calculations. Subsequently, the .I = 2 + 1 
rotational transition of HCS+ was measured in the laboratory by Gudeman et al. (2) 
in a HzS/CO discharge. Bogey et al. (3) have extended the laboratory measurements 
of HCS+ to include five additional rotational transitions (up to J = 7 + 6)) hence 
obtaining very precise values for the ground state rotational constants. High resolution 
infrared spectroscopy of HCS+, guided by the ab initio calculations of Botschwina 
and Sebald (4)) has been carried out by two groups. The yz (bending) mode of HCS +, 
with a band origin near 766 cm-‘, was measured by Davies and Rothwell (5) using 
the velocity modulation technique with a diode laser. Rosenbaum et al. have previously 
measured 80 transitions [R(O)-R(44), P(l)-P(35)] in the uI (C-H stretch) mode 
of HCS+ using velocity modulation with a color center laser operating near 3 142 
cm-’ (6). 

While the equilibrium ( re) structure of a molecule is obtained directly in ab initio 
calculations, experimental determination of re structures of polyatomic molecules is 
a difficult endeavor. In order to correctly account for zero-point motions, the rotational 
constants of all singly excited vibrational modes must be determined, in addition to 
that of the ground state. This has been achieved only for three polyatomic ions; the 
re structure of HCO+ was obtained by Woods and co-workers from the measurement 
of vibrational satellites of rotational transitions ( 7), while that of HNNf and H2ClC 
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were determined from infrared spectroscopy by Owrutsky et al. (8) and by Lee et al. 

(9), respectively. Typically, the observation of all fundamentals of a polyatomic mol- 
ecule requires a considerable amount of scanning with several different laser sources, 
and some vibrational transitions may, of course, be forbidden. An easier approach is 
to measure a single vibrational fundamental and its associated hot bands to determine 
the equilibrium rotational constants. Given a sufficient degree of vibrational excitation, 
one could, in this way, obtain the data necessary to determine an equilibrium structure 
by scanning a few hundred wavenumbers about the fundamental band origin. 

Inthispaperwereporttheanalysisofthe(001)-(101),(010)-(110),(020)-(120), 
and (030)-( 130) hot bands of the vI fundamental of HCS+. The vibrationally averaged 
rotational constants obtained provide sufficient information to determine the equilib- 
rium rotational constant of HC32S+. This information was obtained by scanning a 
160-cm-’ region centered about 3100 cm-‘. Perturbations between a number of vi- 
brational states, including Coriolis interactions (I-type doubling and I-type resonance) 
and Fermi resonance, were observed and analyzed in this work, providing additional 
information on the molecular potential function. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The velocity modulation technique has previously been described in detail (10). 
The sensitivity of the spectrometer has been improved since the work on the vl fun- 
damental of HCS+ (6) by incorporation of a phase shifter (II) to minimize the color 
center laser amplitude fluctuations in the double beam subtraction configuration. 
HCS+ was produced in greatest abundance in a 300 W He/HzS/C& [6 T to 8 T/ 
20 mT/30 mT] discharge. While carbon monoxide was used to generate HCS+ in 
our previous study, replacing it with CHI in the discharge mixture resulted in a 25% 
increase in the signal. The discharge cell used for the initial work was a 100 X l-cm 
water cooled Pyrex discharge cell. This cell rapidly became coated with a carbon- 
sulfur residue. In order to bum out the residue from the discharge cell, a 3-Torr O2 
discharge had to be maintained for 3 to 4 hr. This problem is reduced in the current 
design by changing to a discharge cell in which the primary length is made from a 
ceramic tube. This new cell can operate without distorting at high temperatures and 
needs no associated cooling system unless a lower rotational temperature is desired. 
When the walls of the ceramic cell become covered with residue, an oxygen discharge 
cleans the already hot discharge cell in a matter of minutes. 

In our earlier study (6) of the frI band of HCS+, it was noticed that small additional 
features appeared between all of the fundamental transitions. These weak lines exhibited 
the same linewidths and chemical behavior as the HCS+ fundamental transitions. 
After the spectrometer sensitivity had been increased with the phase shifter, and the 
HCS+ production was enhanced by changing the gas mixture it became evident that 
many of the weak transitions were also due to a linear molecule. Upon extensive 
scanning in the 3040 to 3200 cm-’ region, approximately 550 lines were found in 
addition to the fundamental band. A number of these transitions are doublets, which 
correspond to l-type doubling in the (01 ‘O)-( 11’0) bending hot band. In all, 148 
individual lines were assigned to this band. The strongest I-type doublet transitions 
were observed with a S/N greater than 75; therefore, it was apparent that many of 
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the other lines belonged to more highly excited hot bands of HCS+. Upon a detailed 
analysis, three additional bands were found; these correspond to the (00 1) - ( 10 1) C- 
Sstretchinghotband,andthe(020)-(120),1=0,+2and(030)-(130),1=3bending 
hot bands. In addition, 94 transitions of the v1 fundamental band were measured. The 
transition frequencies for all bands measured are summarized in Table I. 

The ( 0 1’0) - ( 11’0) bending hot band of HNN + was observed to be approximately 
0.1 times as strong as the fundamental band (8) under similar conditions. For HCS+, 
however, this bending hot band was only a factor of 0.6 weaker than the fundamental, 
as determined from the ratio of the combined intensity of I-type doublets of the hot 
band with the analogous transitions in the fundamental. Estimation of the bending 
vibrational temperature yields -2000 K, in agreement with Davies and Rothwell’s 
prediction (5) of T., = 2000-3000 K. Upon comparing the reaction for HNNf for- 
mation, 

Hf+Nz-*HN:+Hz, AH: = -16 kcal, 

with the reaction most likely responsible for producing HCSf (12) 

C+ + H2S + HCS+ + H, AH? = -116 kcal, 

it is apparent that a collision of two heavy precursors is involved in the formation of 
HCS+ while a light particle collides with a heavy species in the production of HNN+. 
This more resonant collision, in terms of momentum transfer, could lead to a high 
vibrational excitation of HCS+. Also, the H2 product in the formation of HNN+ 
can carry away some vibrational energy while the H atom produced in the formation 
of HCS+ clearly cannot. Furthermore, the reaction producing HCS+ is seven times 
more exothermic and involves extensive bond rearrangement rather than a simple 
proton transfer, undoubtedly contributing to higher vibrational excitation. Upon 
comparing the intensity of the fundamental with that of the (OOl)-( 101) hot band, 
the temperature of the stretching mode was found to be - 1000 K, considerably lower 
than that of the bending mode. 

The high degree of vibrational excitation of HCS+ in the discharge and the improved 
sensitivity of the velocity modulation spectrometer has allowed the observation of 
vibrational bands involving the (01 ‘O), (OOl), (ll’o), (lOl), (02’0), (12’0), 
(02*0), (12*0), (0330), and the (1330) states. Except for the (u,, 3’0) states, all the 
different angular momentum states of each vibrational level have been measured. 

ANALYSIS 

In all, 468 vibration-rotation transitions have been assigned to the (OOO)-( lOO), 
(Ol’O)-(ll’o), (OOl)-(lOl), (0200)-(1200), (02*0)-(12*0), and (0330)-(1330) 
bands of HCS+. The band origins and relative intensities are presented in Fig. 1. 
Representative spectra of the measured hot bands are presented in Fig. 1. Representative 
spectra of the measured hot bands are presented in Fig. 2. Measurements of these 
bands were combined with the pure rotational transitions by Gudeman et al. (2) and 
Bogey et al. (3) and transitions in the (000) - (0 1’0) bending fundamental measured 
by Davies and Rothwell (5). All transitions were fit simultaneously to appropriate 
differences between term values calculated through quartic distortion terms by a 
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TABLE I 

Least-Squares Fit of the Spectra of HCS+ 
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TABLE I-Continued 
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TABLE I-Continued 

weighted least-squares algorithm. All rovibrational transitions were measured with 
nearly the same precision; hence all of these bands were weighted equally. The mi- 
crowave measurements were generally three orders of magnitude more precise than 
the infrared data and were weighted accordingly. 

A. Term Energy Expressions 

The vI fundamental occurring near 3142 cm-’ is the only band studied here for 
which no perturbations were observed. The 94 transitions measured in this band were 
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FIG. 1. Band origins and relative intensities of the observed vibration-rotation bands for HCS+ near the 
Y, fundamental. 

fit to standard linear molecule term energy expressions for the (000) and ( 100 ) states. 
For the u2 fundamental and the (0 1 ‘O)-( 11’0) hot band, one must include the I-type 
doubling, also given by standard term energy expressions ( 13). 

The (00 I)-( 10 1) (C-S stretching) hot band and (020)-( 120) bending hot bands 
are coupled due to the Fermi resonance between the (u,Ol)and (1~~2’0) states (14). 
Furthermore, one must consider the Coriolis coupling (I-type resonance) between 1 
= 0 and 1 = +2 of the ( q 2 ‘0) states ( 15 ) . The potential term responsible for the Fermi 
resonance in this case is K2&q3, where the Qi are the normal coordinates for the ith 
vibrational mode, with matrix elements (14): 

I I 

3079.5 3079.2 

Y (cm-’ 1 

FIG. 2. Representative spectra ofHCS+ hot bandsincluding (01 IO)-(1 I ‘O)P(29);(b)(O3’0)-(13’0) 
P(5); and (c)(001)-(101) P(37). 
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(U’OI ~K*~~q;q~)u*2°0) = -l/V!& = K. (1) 

The states perturbed by I-type resonance are ( u,~~O), I= +2 (A states), which are 
degenerate in zero order, and (~~2’0) (Z state), which is split from the A states in 
zero order by 4 (X/I - Be). The operator causing the perturbation is the same as for 
l-type doubling, and the matrix element is (15) 

(V,2°01H,Iu,2*20) = [q(lI120)/2]{J(J+ l)[J(J+ 1) - 2]}“2 = b. (2) 

The small Coriolis interaction between the 1= +2 and I = -2 state is given by the 
matrix element 

(u,220]H,]u,2-Zo) = [p(u,20)/2]{J(J+ l)[J(J+ 1) - 21) = c. (3) 

It is convenient to define the following symmetric and antisymmetric combinations 
ofthe lu1220)states: I+)= l/fi(l+2)+ I-2))and I-)= l/fi(]+2)- I-2)). 
The zero-order energies of the states are labeled for introduction into the secular 
equation as follows: E’?(J), E!(J), E!(J), and E:(J) = E!(J) correspond to the 
zero-orderenergiesofthestates ]uiOl)= Il),and ]u,,2’0)= I+), ]O),and I-), 
respectively. The matrix one must solve to obtain the term energies for the (ui0 1) and 
( ~20) states for a given J has the structure: 

I IO I+> 10) I-> 

19 E?(J) 0 K 0 

I+> 0 E:(J) + c b 0 

10) K b E!(J) 0 

I-> 0 0 0 E!(J) - c 

In the I +) and I -) representation the 4 X 4 matrix reduces to a 3 X 3 and a 1 X 1. 
The (ui3 ‘0) states interact with the ( u13 ‘0) states through I-type resonance. While 

the (03 30)-( 13 ‘0) bending hot band has been observed, the (03 ‘O)-( 13 ‘0) has not; 
hence the full extent of the Coriolis interaction in these states cannot be determined. 
The 1= 3 band was therefore fit as a single noninteracting band to the usual expression. 
The effects of I-type resonance, occurring primarily in the centrifugal distortion con- 
stant, are absorbed into the effective molecular constants. The zero-order splitting 
between the 1= 2 and 1 = 0 states of the 1)~ = 2 bands is 4( XII - B,), while that of the 
I= 1 and 1 = 3 states of the u2 = 3 band is 8 (XII - B,); hence, the magnitude of the 
perturbation for the u3 = 3 hot bands should be about half of that found in the u2 
= 2 hot bands. 

B. Least-Squares Fit of the Spectra 

In the least-squares analysis, 522 HCS+ transitions assigned to the (OOO)-( lOO), 
(OOO)-(01 ‘O), (OOl)-(lOl), (01 ‘O)-(11 ‘0), (020)-(120) 1 = 0, k2, and (0330)- 
( 13 ‘0) bands and the microwave data were simultaneously fit to a total of 38 molecular 
parameters. Results of the fit are given in Tables I and II; q(O20) and q( 120) can not 
both be determined, as they are obtained from the small deviations in the centrifugal 
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TABLE II 

Molecular Parameters from the Least-Squares Analysis 

Number Parameter Value (=,-')a 

1 

: 
4 

2 

: 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

23 
24 
25 
26 
21 
28 

v(l) 3160.6542(20) 
"(21 775.4762(10) 
x(G) 
5(Ooo) 
D(oOO) 
B(lOO) 
D(lOO) 
B(010) 
D(010) 
q(Ol0) 
B(ll0) 
D(110) 
q(llOf 
B(001) 
D(001) 
B(lO1) 
D(lO1) 
B(020),1.0 
B(120),1.0 
Ei(020),r=2 
D(O20) 
3(12O),h2 
D(l20) 
x(13) 
P(O20) 

P(120) 

x(122) 

B(O2O).L=2 

31 
32 

;43 

:z 

8(12o);L.2 
6(030),1=3 
D(030) 
B(130),k3 
D(l30) 
K(223) 
q(l20) 
x(U) 
v(3) 
q(O20) 

Standard Deviation = 0.00158 cm-' 

17.5333(17) 
u.vv304(85) 
0.0000007181~30~ 
0.7079385(88) 
0.0000007120(32) 
0.7122611(88) 
0.0000007238(32) 
0.0017130(15) 

0.707512(24) 
0.0000007153(90) 
0.703624(24) 
0.0000007015(90) 
0.713037(27) 
0.709469(28) 
0.712743(36) 
0.00000o6954(16) 
0.709076137) 
0.cwo006991(18) 
2.54326(14) 

-O.OOi%COO33(28) 
-0.000000015(31) 
0.17042(37) 
0.712666(29) 
0.708977(28) 
0.713052(55) 
0.0000006970(59~ 
0.709408(52) 
0.0000006532(52) 

44.00(26) 
0.001729(29) 
6.05(28) 

1410.0 fixed 
o.oo1730 fixed 

The (OOO)-(1OO) band origin = v(l)-x(12)-(1/2)x(13)-x(122) = 3141.67t%(lO) cm-' 

The (OOO)-(010) band origin = u(2)-(1/2)x(12)-(3/2)x(122) = 766.45390(80) cm-' 

The (OOl)-(101) band origin determined from a single band fit = 3123.63430(60) cm-' 

The (OlO)-(llO),e=l band origin = u(l)-2x(12)-4x(122) = 3136.31660(60) cm-' 

The (020)-(12O),L=O band origin determined from a single band fit = 3108.069lO(aO) cm-' 

The (020)-(12O),L=2 band origin = u(1)-3~(12)-(1/2)x(13)-9x.(122) = 3105.2489(10) cm-' 

The (030)-(130),t=3 band origin = u(1)-4~(12)-(1/2)x(13)-16x(122) = 3Oa6.5226(10) cm-' 

aThe uncertainty shorn is 20 fram the fit. For parameters affected by the (0011 energy, 

a more realistic uncertainty is obtained by varying the ab initio value 

(1410 cm-‘) by 20 cm-’ in the fit. The resulting uncertainties, given in cm-’ 

(parameter no., lo) are: 14, 4.9 x 10-5; 16, 7.2 x 10-5; 17, 1.8 Y lo-‘; 18, 5.0 x 

10-5 7.3 x ; 19, 10-5; 35, 5.0 x 10-5; 24, l.a x 10 -4; 34, 9.3; 36, 0.78. 
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distortions constants. The value of q( 020) was scaled using appropriate constants for 
HCN (26), 

~(~~~)HC~+(~(~~~)HC~/~(~~~)HC~) = 0.00173 cm-’ (4) 

while q( 120) was determined in the fit. The constants ~(020) and p( 120) are very 
small parameters due to Al = f4 matrix elements (15,17). By comparison with HCN 
(I 7)) the magnitude of these constants should be near l-2 X lo-* cm -‘. The fact 
that fitted values of p are near this value is an indication of the self-consistency of the 
parameter set. 

The absolute energy of the (00 1) level above the ground state is not known except 
from ab initio calculations, with the value 14 10 cm -’ given by Botschwina and Sebald 
(4). Although the error is quoted as f5 cm-l, a more lenient error of *20 cm -’ is 
assumed here. A number of molecular parameters, namely p( 020)) p( 120) x/l, q( 120), 
J&, B(OOl), B(lOl), B(O2’0), and B(12’0) depend in differing degrees upon the 
absolute energy of the (001) level. Hence, the errors in these constants depend on 
both the error due to the fit and the error incurred through the uncertainty in energy 
of the (001) level. Table II presents all the molecular constants with uncertainties 
derived exclusively from the least-squares analysis, while the estimated errors in the 
constants affected by the uncertainty of the (00 1) energy are given in a footnote. Since 
the centrifugal distortion constants are not determined to better than one part in a 
thousand, the effect of vibrational angular momentum on D will not be observable. 
Hence, for the bands (020)-( 120) with 1= 0, a2, only one upper and one lower state 
Dare necessary, given as D(O2’0) and D(12’0). 

C. Anharmonicity 

The observation of both the (OOO)-( 100) fundamental band and the (01 IO)-( 11’0) 
bending hot band permits determination of the anharmonic constant xl2 through the 
difference in their bandcenters if the vibrational energy expression is truncated at the 
x0 term. Upon extending to the Xijk level, the bandcenter difference is given more 
accurately as Xl2 + 2X112 + 4x123 + 3X I 22. In order to ascertain which anharmonic 
constants can be obtained from the data set, the bandcenter differences can be expressed 
in terms of these constants for the measured ~2 hot bands of HCS+ as 

(llO)-(010) - fund = (Xl2 + 2Xl12 + 1X123) X 1 + 3Xlz2 

(1220)-(0220) - fund = (~12 + 2x112 + 4x123) X 2 + 8x122 

(130)-(030) - fund = (Xl2 + 2XL12 + fX123) X 3 + 15X12?. (5) 

It is apparent that upon fitting this set of hot bands one can determine only x122 and 
xl2 + 2x, 12 + 4 x123 uniquely. The I = 2 states for the 2~2 hot band were explicitly 
used for this purpose, since in HCS+ the bandcenter for the (02°0)-(1200) band is 
altered by the Fermi resonance interaction with the (001) and (101) states. Only one 
hot band corresponding to the C-S stretch, the (00 l)-( 101) band, was observed and 
hence the anharmonic constant obtained is quoted as ~~3, indicating that the expansion 
is truncated at the Xii level for anharmonicities involving the ~3 stretch. 
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D. Fermi Resonances 

The (00 1) and (02’0), I= 0, +2, states are nearly degenerate in HCS+ and interact 
through Fermi resonance, as do the corresponding ( 10 1) and ( 12’0)) I= 0, &2, states. 
While the (11’2~0) states are directly coupled by Fermi resonance, the (11’2~0) states 
can be indirectly affected through the mixing induced by the l-type resonance inter- 
action between (11’2’0) and (11’2~0). Such mixing of states by the Coriolis effects, 
however, is very small and the Fermi resonance does not alter the vibrational energy 
of the (11’2~0) states. Therefore, one need only consider Fermi interaction between 
the (00 1) and (02’0) states and the ( 10 1) and (12 ‘0) states that interact directly. Also, 
for simplicity, only the J = 0 rotational states in these vibrational manifolds need to 
be considered for the secular equation coupling the (~‘0 1) and (~‘2’0) states. 

The Fermi resonance perturbed levels are obtained by solving a 2 X 2 secular equa- 
tion. The origins for the (OOl)-( 101) and (02’0)-( 12’0) bands are then given in terms 
of the unperturbed 

AEpEY-Ei= 

The nomenclature 

energies, respectively: 

AE:+AEg 1 

2 
+ 2 ([E:” - EfjU12 + 2K:23)“2 

-i ([EyL - EiL]’ + 2&)“* = 3108.0691 cm-’ (6a) 

AE:+AE$’ 1 
2 

- z ([E:” - Ei”]’ + 2&)“* 

+; ([EyL - EgL12 + 2K:23) ‘I2 = 3136.3166 cm-‘. (6b) 

employed is as follows: EyL, E!“, EiL, E!U correspond to the 
energies of the (00 1) , ( 10 1) , (02 “0 ) , and ( 12 “0 ) states, respectively. AE, and AE7 refer 
to the (OOl)-(101) and (02°0)-(1200) band origins, respectively. Superscript zeroes 
indicate unperturbed energy levels and band origins, and U and L refer to upper and 
lowerstatesofagivenband.Theoriginsofthe(001)-(101)and(0200)-(1200)bands 
are found through least-squares fits of the data for each band. Upon adding Eqs. (6a) 
and (6b) we find AEY + AE$ = AE, + AE3 = 6244.3857 cm-‘. Finally, since the 
(02’0)-( 12’0) and the (0220)-( 1220) bands have identical origins in the absence of 
Fermi resonance, the origin for the A band is also the correct zero-order unperturbed 
origin for the L: band, that is, A,??! = E$” - E!L = 3105.2496 cm-‘. Then one finds 
AEY = 3 139.136 1 cm-‘. Upon subtracting the expressions in (6) we obtain 

( [EyL - EjLj2 + 2K$23)“2 - ( [EyU - E2U]2 + 2K:23)“2 = 28.2475 cm-‘. (7) 

Using the above results we can rewrite Eq. (7) in terms of only EyL - EiL = A’3 as 

[A:, + 2Ks2J “2 - [( A’3 + 33.8567 cm-‘)2 + 2K$2J] ‘I2 = 28.2475 cm-‘. (8) 

Upon rearrangement this equation becomes a quadratic in AIs. 
Solving this quadratic, using the value of K22) = 44.0 cm-’ obtained in the least- 

squares fit with the (00 1) level fixed at Botschwina and Sebald’s value (4)) gives A’3 
= EyL- E!L= - 112.1 cm-’ as the zero-order splitting of the (00 1) and (02’0) states 
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and Eyv - Et' = -78.3 cm-’ as the zero-order splitting of the (101) and (12’0) 
states. 

After determining the unperturbed splittings, the effects of the perturbations on the 
zero-order levels may be obtained as follows: 

#. _ Eyt_ = E9L ; EYL - f ([EpL - EiLJZ + 2K$23)“2 = -8.1 cm-’ 

E$-E!L= -[Ef-EyL]= +8.1cm-’ 

Ey - Eyv = Ejv - EyU 1 

2 
- 2 ([Eyv - Egv12 + 2K$23)“2 = -10.9 cm-’ 

EY - Ey" = -[E': - Eyv] = +10.9 cm-‘. (9) 

Figure 3 shows the splittings for both perturbed and unperturbed levels of the (OOl)- 
(lOl), (02°0)-(1200) and (0220)-(1220) bands. 

Energy levels of the (0220)-(1220) band and of the (02°0)-(1200) band are de- 
pendent upon the Coriolis coupling constant q( t+20) and the zero-order splitting of 
the Z and A states in the absence of Fermi resonance, given by 4( xII - Be). The 
parameter X/I is determined in the least-squares analysis primarily through the effect 

3136 

(l2*0, 

----_ 

3105 

23 

23 
--_-_-a-___ ____ - 

t 

Lx38 I 
; (001) 
I 

; 1522 

II410 
I 

I I 
I I 
+ + (000) 

FIG. 3. Energy level diagram for the perturbed vibrational states of HCS+. The zero-order levels and 
energies are designated by dashed lines and aTrOws. 
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of l-type resonance on the centrifugal distortion constants of the (020) and (120) 
states, Since this effect is not well determined and because the value of Xn is dependent 
upon the absolute energy of the (001) level, a large uncertainty occurs in the fitted 
value of XI/. The splitting of the (~~2~0) and (~~2’0) states (unperturbed by Fermi 
resonance) is determined to be 4(x,, - Be) = 23.3( 3.2) cm-‘. 

E. (02’0) State Energy 

One can estimate the unperturbed energy of the (02’0) state in two independent 
ways. The first method utilizes the energy levels determined in the above analysis. As 
described above, Botschwina and Sebald ( 4) predicted the (00 1) state to be 14 10 cm -’ 
above the ground state. Using the unperturbed difference of the (001) and (02’0) 
states, which was found to be 112 cm-‘, the unperturbed energy of the (02’0) state 
is estimated to be 1522( 23) cm-‘. 

A different method is possible because the (000 )-( 0 1’0) fundamental band origin 
has been measured by Davies and Rothwell (5) (766 cm-‘). The vibrational energy 
of the (02’0) state with respect to the ground state is 

E(O2’0) = 202 + 8x22 + ~12 + ~23 

= 2[E(Ol’O) - (X,, - B,)] + 2x22. (10) 

We find xii - B, N 6 cm-’ and x2* N -2.2 cm-‘, assuming that ~22 for HCS+ is the 
same as that estimated for isoelectronic HCP (16). This gives E( 02’0) = 15 16 cm-‘, 
which is within 6 cm -’ of the first prediction and indicates the level of self-consistency 
of the data set. 

F. Perturbations in the (001) - (101) Band 

When fitting the 76 transitions in the (OOl)-( 101) band, a small perturbation was 
observed. A plot of the residuals as a function of J for both the P and R branches of 
the (OOl)-(101) band is given in Fig. 4. These residuals are generally under 0.002 
cm-‘. However, from J = 27 to 28 the residuals increase to 0.019 cm-‘. While it is 
possible for errors of this magnitude to occur due to measuring the wrong transitions 
in this complicated spectrum, the energy shifts occur in both the P and R branch for 
the same rotational levels in a symmetrical fashion as one can see in Fig. 4. Therefore, 
these energy shifts must correspond to a perturbation. 

The symmetry of the perturbation indicates that, in either the (00 1) or (10 1) state, 
rotational levels are becoming degenerate and then changing order with those in another 
vibrational state, as indicated by the abrupt change in sign of the energy shift near J 
= 27. From the upper-state combination differences for the band, it was determined 
that the upper state of the band is perturbed. The state interacting with the (101) level 
must also be perturbed in the same rotational levels, except that the energies will be 
shifted in the opposite direction. Since none of the observed bands show this char- 
acteristic perturbation, the perturber is not a state in any of the measured bands. 

The ab initio value (4) of the (001) energy is 1410(20) cm-‘, and since the band- 
center of the (00 1)-( 101) band is accurately known, the absolute energy of the (101) 
state is 4546( 20) cm-‘. A number of vibrational states, which are close to the energy 
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FE. 4. Residuals from the least-squares analysis for the (00 1) -( 10 1) hot band indicating the perturbations 
near J = 25. 

of the (10 1) state, can be considered as the possible perturber. The absolute energy of 
a vibrational state can be estimated using the fundamental frequencies (taking into 
account factors of XII - B, due to vibrational angular momentum) and correcting for 
anharmonicity. Band origins and anharmonic constants for HCS+ that have not been 
experimentally determined can be estimated by using the same constants as for iso- 
electronic HCP ( 16) or by calculating them from the ab initio results for HCS + (4). 
Table III presents the energies of possible perturbing states along with the constants 
used in their determination. 

As J increases, the energy shift due to the perturbation switches from positive to 
negative. This indicates that, in rotational states below the perturbation, the levels of 
the (101) state are higher in energy than the corresponding levels of the perturber. 
Hence, the (06’0), I= +4, ?6, states can not be the cause of this perturbation since 
they are higher in energy than the (10 1) level. Since the energies of the rotational levels 
of the perturber become equal and then exceed the energy of the corresponding ro- 
tational state in the (101) level as one goes to higher J, the rotational constant of the 
perturber must be larger than that of the (10 1) level. This is consistent with the perturber 
being the (060), (04 l), or (022) states, as can be seen in Table III. 

One can calculate the vibrational energy of the perturber with respect to the (101) 
state. If the rotational levels of two vibrational states become degenerate at J = Jp, 
then the difference in vibrational energy for J = 0 of the two levels is given by 1 (B’ 
- B”)Jp(Jp + 1) I . In Table III, this difference is given between the (101) level and 
each of the possible perturbing states. The largest difference (9 cm -‘) is found for the 
(060) states. If the perturber were either the (04 1) or (022) states, then their vibrational 
energies would have to be extremely near that of (101). From Table III, the closest 
state to the (101) level is (0441), which is 75 cm-’ too low in energy. Therefore, the 
most likely candidates for the perturber are the (06’0), I = 0, _+2, states. 

The (06 ‘0) state will interact with the ( IO 1) state directly through Fermi resonance, 
and the energy shift will be on the order of K ~22~~23 at the point where the rotational 
levels of the two vibrational states become degenerate. These potential constants are 
usually on the order of a few wavenumbers. Therefore, the very small (0.0 19 cm -‘) 
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TABLE III 

Energies of Vibrational States near the Perturbed (00 1) Level 

Constants Used to Calculate Vibrational Freauencies 

too11 = 1410 cm-' = 03 + 2x33 + x23 + 1/2x,3 (a) 

[o"o] = 766 cm-' i w2 + 3x22 + l/2x23 + 1/2x'2 ('I 

The band origin of the (Cal)-(101) bend = 3136 Cm-' ('I 

x11 I -56 cm-’ (a) Xl2 f -18 cm-1 (cf 

x22 = -2.2 cm-’ (b) x13 = -2.5 cm-’ (a) 

x33 = -6.7 cm-’ (a) x23 - -7.0 cm-’ (b) 

41 - Be) = -5.3 a-’ cc) 

vibrational Enemies Relative to the Ground State 

[lo'] = [OO'I + bE, = 4546 cm-' 

[06O01 = 6[[01'01 - (xl,-Bell + 30~~~ = 4500 cm-' 

[06~01 = 61IO1'01 - ( xl,-Be)) + 30~~~ + 4(Xxt-Be) = 'I521 cm-' 

[06'01 = 6[Lol'oI - (xtI-Be)l + 30X22 + 16(x rt-Bef = 4585 cm-l 

CO6601 - 6CCol'Ol - (xii-Be)1 + 30x22 + 36(x~t-B,) 

- 4691 cm-' 

CO4Oll - 4[[01'11 - (xhr-Be)l + COO11 + 12x22 + 4x23 + 112x12 

- 4391 cm-' 

CO421 1 - 4[Ol'll - (xe~-Be)l + LOO11 + 12x22 + 4x23 + 1/2X12 + 

"'xpc-Be) - 4412 cm-' 

co4%1 - 4COl'll - (xar-Be)1 + LOO11 + 12x22 + 'IX23 + '12x12 

16(xt1-Be) - 4477 cm-' 

co2123. < 4370 cm-' 

RotatIonal Constants ana mergy Uiffsrencas 

B(O60) - 0.7149 cm-' 

B(041) - 0.7096 cm-' 
B(O22) - 0.7043 cm-' 

)CB(O~O) - 8(101)1 x C2B(28 + 011 - 9.2 cm-l 

IcB(OQl) - B(lOl)l = [28(28 + l)ll - 4.9 cm-' 

jCB(O22) - B(lOl)l x [28(28 l l)]] - 0.5 cm-' 

(a) FieFerence 4. 

tb) Reference 16. 

(‘)Thls York. 
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maximum energy shift due to the perturbation is unlikely to be caused by the I = 0 
state. Because of conservation of angular momentum, the (06’0), I = 2, state cannot 
directly interact with the ( 10 1) state through Fermi resonance. The I= 2 state interacts, 
however, with the I = 0 state through l-type resonance, contaminating the I = 2 state 
with a small amount of I= 0 character, and it can then interact through Fermi resonance 
with the (10 1) level. This explains why the normally large Fermi resonance interaction 
is so small in this case. Further evidence for this mechanism is the fact that the (06 20) 
is calculated to lie 26 cm-’ below the (101) level, which is tolerably close to the 9 
cm-’ difference estimated above. 

DISCUSSION 

Because of Fermi resonance and I-type resonance interactions the energy of the 
(00 1) state above the ground state is important in determining a number of the mo- 
lecular parameters which govern the anharmonic perturbations observed in HCS+, 
such as Kzz3 and Xl/. In the merged fit of the data, the position of the v3 band origin 
was fixed at 14 10 cm-i, the value obtained from Botschwina and Sebald’s ab initio 
calculation (4). Alternatively, one can allow the energy of the (001) state to be de- 
termined by fitting the perturbations in terms of a “dark state.” Although the energy 
of the (00 1) state is not determined well by this approach, since the perturbations on 
which it depends are small, one does obtain reasonable values for the (OOO)-(001) 
band origin, in the range from 1390 to 1450 cm-‘. 

Botschwina and Sebald have also determined the u2 bending frequency to be 736 
+ 20 cm -’ by calculating quadratic and quartic bending force constants at their es- 
timated equilibrium geometry. The actual band origin was determined (5) to be near 
766 cm-‘. Estimation of the ~2 frequency by scaling the v2 bending frequency of 
isoelectronic HCP by the ratio of HCO+/HCN bending frequencies ( 16) yields 785 
cm -‘. DeFrees and McLean ( 18) obtained scaled theoretical vibrational frequencies 
of the vI , u2, and IQ fundamental bands of HCS + which are 3 110,786, and 14 16 cm-‘, 
respectively, Table IV gives the vibrational frequencies which were determined from 
the merged least-squares analysis and compares them with the available theoretical 
results. 

A number of anharmonic constants were determined in the analysis. The Xl3 an- 
harmonicity was determined to be -2.543 cm-‘. Botschwina and Sebald (4) calculate 
this constant to be -4.1 cm-’ with variational methods and obtain -3.7 cm-’ by 
using conventional Rayleigh-Schrlidinger perturbation theory. Also obtained is the 
term X12 + 2X1,2 + 4~~~3, where x , I2 and xlz3 are typically one to two orders of 
magnitude smaller than X12. Since the error in determining x12 theoretically is much 
greater than xl12 and ~123 one can approximate X,Z + 2x1,2 + 4x123 as simply xl2 for 
theoretical comparisons. To calculate stretching vibrational frequencies in HCS+, 
Botschwina and Sebald (4) have included contributions from xl2 and X23 by estimating 
their magnitudes from spectroscopic data on isoelectronic HCP. They have used a 
value of - 17 cm -’ for X12, which is close to the experimentally determined value of 
-17.5 cm-‘. Also obtained experimentally is the third order anharmonic constant 
x 1 22 which has a value of 0.170 cm -I. Values for such higher order constants have 
not yet been predicted theoretically. 
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TABLE IV 

Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Values for HCS+ Molecular Parameters 

EXWt-iEMta1 Ab Initio 

Botschwina 

and SebaldCb) 

DeFreeS 

and HcLeanCC) 

Y, : 3141.6793(10) cm-' 3154 cm-' 3110 an-' 

"2 : 766.45390(80) cm-' 736 cm-' 786 cm-' 

u3 : 1390-1450 Ml-1 
(a) 

1410 cm-' 1416 cm-' 

x13: -2.5433(71) cm-' -3.7 cm -1 

Be 0.715205(71) 0.71560 

01 0.003792(18) 0.00377 

a3 0.004218(46) 0.00400 

De 7.17(1ah10-7 7.05x10-7 

aThis range of energy for the (001) level uas obtained by considering the 
(001) level a dark-state in the least squares analysis. 

bReference 4. 

Yieference 18. 

The vibration-rotation parameters aI, a2, and a3 were determined from the least- 
squares analysis as (a1 = 0.003792( 24) cm-‘, a2 = -0.000531(24) cm-‘, and cz3 
= 0.004 18 (46) cm-‘). From these ai values and the ground state rotational constant, 
the equilibrium rotational constant for HC3’S+ is determined to be 0.7 15205 (7 1) 
cm-‘. Botschwina and Sebald (4) have calculated Be to be 0.7 1560 cm-‘, in error by 
only 0.0004 cm-‘. They also calculated (Y~ and (Ye, which were found to be 0.00377 
and 0.00400 cm-‘, respectively, in excellent agreement with our results. 

SUMMARY 

In summary, a total of 468 vibration-rotation transitions were measured within a 
spectral range of 160 cm-’ and assigned to five vibrational bands of HCS+. A simul- 
taneous least-squares analysis of all existing data has determined rotational constants, 
including quartic distortion terms, for 12 different vibrational states involving all three 
fundamental vibrations. Therefore, using only data collected in a region from 3040 
to 3200 cm-’ the equilibrium rotational constant of HCS+ has been determined. The 
addition of microwave and v2 infrared fundamental data improved the fit, but no 
additional parameters could be determined from this enlarged data set. The measure- 
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ment of analogous bands for another isotope of HCSf will allow the determination 
of an equilibrium structure for this ion. The experimental effort in deducing equilibrium 
structures is thus reduced tremendously by measuring the hot bands of a molecule, 
as compared to the alternative of measuring all of the fun&mental bands. 

A number of very interesting interactions perturbing the rovibrational states of 
HCS+ have been observed. A small Fermi resonance between the (101) level and an 
unobserved state has been found. Upon consideration of the energy of the ( 101) level 
and the small shifts in energy due to the perturbation, the most likely candidate for 
the perturber is the near-resonant (06 ‘0) state, which has a small amount of I = 0 
character due to the I-type resonance interaction with the (06’0) state. More significant 
Fermi and i-type resonance interactions occur between the (u,2’0), I = 0, +2, states 
and the ( u10 1) state. Analysis of these interactions in the least-squares fit determined 
a number of parameters not previously determined for a molecular ion, including the 
vibrational anharmonicity and higher order potential terms. Comparison of these 
parameters with the ab initio results, presented in Table IV, indicates the impressive 
capabilities of these large scale ab initio calculations for simple molecular ion systems. 

RECEIVED: July 18, 1988 
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